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Push Button Padlock
1-03990-01
Thank you for purchasing an APH product.

This sheet explains how to use your new push
button padlock. Two five-number combination
cards are enclosed. Remove them and keep them
in a safe place, perhaps in a filing cabinet or fireproof safe.
The card is for large print and braille readers. The
card has a clipped orientation corner. Holding the
card so the clipped corner is on the upper right,
you can read the lock’s combination. The numbers
read downward, matching the numbers on the
lock. Numbers 1-5 are on the left side and
numbers 6-0 on the right side. A small square is
printed near each number. If your combination
uses a number, the square to the right of numbers
1-5 is punched out and the square to the left of
numbers 6-0 is punched out. There should be a
total of five squares punched out for your lock’s
combination.
Instructions
Remove the lock from the manufacturer’s package.
IMPORTANT: Remove the tag attached to the “u”
shaped shackle of the lock. It has your
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combination printed on it. You can keep it with
your detached combination card or throw it away.
To begin, be sure all buttons are flush on the
backside of the lock, meaning all buttons are
raised on the front. From the front, push down any
number that is in your combination. Numbers do
not have to be pushed in any preset sequence.
Push the lever on the bottom of the lock to the
right side to release the latch. Pull the shackle
open. Place the shackle on the item you wish to
lock and push the shackle closed. To lock, push all
buttons flush with the backside again.
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